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Americans look to 
continue success after 
early gold-run in Torino
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Students apathetic toward IR A  fee proposal
Justin Fivella
MUSIANC, DAIIY
The hundreds ot red “Vote Yes” posters plas­
tering the walls thrt)ughoiit campus in last years 
aggressive ASl fee increase pmposal pmmpted 
over 5,(KM) students to vote.
The spark that ignited several thousand to 
vote last year is lacking in this years et]ually 
important IKA (Instructionally Related 
Activities) fee increase referendum that will take 
place on campus next week, according to stu­
dents.
The new non-sports related IRA fee incR'ase 
proposal seems unknown in the student com­
munity.
“I haven’t heard or seen really anything about 
it, 1 don’t know when it is or how I'll vote 
because I dciii’t know enough about it,” Robert 
Reeser, a computer science sophomore, said.
Unlike the strong campaign of the ASI pro­
posal. the driving forces behind the IRA cam­
paign felt the previous campaign was too bold.
“There was negative feedback regarding ASI’s 
last campaign, saying that it was too proactive,’’
said Victor Ikancart, a business analyst for C]al 
I’oly’s liudget and Analytic business Services.
With this campaign, they have chosen a less 
intrusive method of informing the student com­
munity .ibout the new IRA referendum.
“We are trying to provide the information 
and then let the students make the decisions," 
Ikancart said. “Our intent is to keep it low-key, 
to not ram it down (the students) throats with 
vote yes.”
Interest in the new IRA referendum pales in 
comparison to the ASI’s campaign. Instead of 
packed open forums with heated debates, the 
IRA proposal’s response has been almost non­
existent.
“We are required to have three open forums 
30 d.iys before the vote. We had zero people 
show up to the first, four to the second and five 
or six to the third; only about 10 people have 
shown up,” Kimi Ikeda, of academic atiairs, said. 
“We aren’t surprised so few people showed up, 
it has been the trend in situations like these.”
Ikeda said she feels that students with k'ss 
tinancial means will be inoa* inclined to vote 
because it affects their biulget more sulsstinti.illy.
I )espite the lack of knowledge on campus, 
officials are adamant that information about the 
new referendum has been sufficiently dispersed.
“We’ve held three open forums and can 
schedule more upon request, there has been 
three quarter-page ads, an article in the 1 )aily, 
David (ionn (the vice provost of academic pro­
grams and undergraduate education) wrote an 
editorial response to the article, there has been 
a press release and blanket flyers as well,” 
Ikancart said.
With so few people showing up to the open 
forums or even knowing about the referendum, 
Ikancart said he doesn’t feel the problem lies in 
the student population’s general apathy or a lack 
of .idvertising.
“I think that student’s plates are too full to 
worry about the referendum,” Ikancart said.
The voting will take place on Feb. 22 and 23, 
and officials are hoping 10 percent of the stu­
dent population will vote despite the lack of 
responses they have received.
For more information visit http://www.aca- 
demicprograms.calpoly.edu/IRA/.
Baker and other œll^e 
presidents call on U.S. 
to increase science, 
engineering funding
Cara Hogan
I HI DAIIY I RhK I’kKSS (hOSTON U.)
HOSTC^N — More than 100 college 
presidents, including support from Ckil I’oly 
President Warren Baker, private citizens and 
politicians signed an open letter printed in 
national newspapers last week that encour­
aged the government to increase funding for 
science and engineering research to maintain 
America’s competitiveness in the world mar­
kets.
Signed by influential figures such as 
Massachusetts (îov. Mitt Romney, Ckilifornia 
( ÎOV. Arnold Schwarzenegger, former 
Secretary of State Madeline Albright and the 
presidents of Harvard, Yale, Princeton, the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and 
many other colleges, the letter came just
see Presidents, page 6
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T he large blue road sign read:“NEXT SERVICES 82 MILES,” a warning to 
most motorists to avoid the barren 
road for fear of no gas; instead we 
welcomed the heavenly, message 
with a fìlli tank of fuel and an ear- 
to-ear grin inside 
our helmets.
The road 
swept left and 
then broke right 
like a giant “su”
Chasing one 
another, we 
rounded the first turn in prepara­
tion for the second curve; flicked 
left, flicked right, the horizon in my 
mirrors went almost vertical as I 
leaned through the corner before 
rolling the throttle open to quickly 
consume the next straight.
I looked over at Chris, another 
motorcycle aficionado, crouched 
behind his fairing and realized he 
too felt the frozen fingers of winter 
encroaching on the intermittent
in
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^ ^ TRAVEL SERIES
This is third story in a week-ion  ^
travel series.
days we had left to ride.
It was November, a time of 
packed shopping malls, holiday fes­
tivities and fewer days to ride due 
to the inclement weather. Unlike 
summer in California, where time 
has no bearing on your decision to 
ride because the weather is always 
good, fall requires riders to squeeze 
the precious trips between 
storms. And 
however chal­
lenging it might 
be to plan 
worthwhile rides 
during Mother 
Nature’s storm 
interludes, beau­
tiful trips can still be had in 
California during the “off season.” 
Marked by flowing curves, near 
endless straights and some of the 
most serpentine roads in the area, 
the beautiful ride along U.S. 
Highw’ay 58 fmm San Luis Obispo 
to Taft is a perfect trip for the 
unpredictable fall months. It can be 
completed round-trip in one day, 
yet is long enough to fulfill the fer- 
see Highway, page 2
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Highway .SH stretches from about 
10 miles north of San Luis Obispo to 
the town of Button Willow. Leaving 
San Luis Obispo headed north on 
Highway 101, you get otf at Santa 
Margarita Koad 58 and follow the 
signs about 80 miles east to McKittrik. 
Once in McKittrik, you head east on 
Highway 33 another 20 miles into 
Taft.
Scenic spots: Besides the breath­
taking scenery along the way, check 
out Carizzo Plains National 
Monument located near Soda Springs 
Koad, a huge span of beautiful nation­
al land open to the public. Also don’t 
forget the quaint bar in McKittrik and 
the immense sea of oil pumps around 
Taft.
Trip length: From San Luis 
Obispo to Taft is appro.ximately 105 
miles.
R iding tim e: Give yourself an easy 
three hours to enjoy the ride from San 
Luis Obispo to Taft.
Pros: Beautiful scenery, diverse ter­
rain, accentuated by a smooth pave­
ment and some of the best twisty sec­
tions of road California has to offer all 
with no one around.
Cons: Watch for cattle and tumble­
weeds in the roads as both can end 
your day. Bring water because there 
isn’t civilization for long periods of 
time.
Day trip rating: 10 out of 10.
-Justin Fivella
Highway
continued from  page I 
vor for time in the saddle.
After getting off Highway 101 North, we 
headed througli the small town of Santa 
Margarita (last town for gas in 90 miles), hit 
Highway 58 and headed east. The road quick­
ly became curvy as we climbed toward C!alf 
Canyon and passed Highway 225 (another 
motorcyclist’s haven) on our way toward the 
small town of McKittrick.
1 he road unwinds and slowly flows like the 
rolling hills typical of the Ontral C^ oast, 
marked by long sweepers and a smooth tar­
mac, we clipped along at a spirited pace well 
above the posted 55 mph speed limit.
Up and over the LaPanza range, we chased 
one another through the flowing road as the 
corners tightened through the pass. We 
exchanged the lead with one another w'hile 
maneuvering through the golden terrain, 
gradually dropping down into the valley.
We bent around the last corner and behind 
us. the undulating road lined by hills looked 
like a slide, dumping us down into the infinite 
valley that’s home to the sleepy town of 
Prairie Flats, a speck of population that would 
be missed if you blinked at the right moment.
Exiting town, we were greeted by miles of 
open fields that disappeared off into the dis­
tance. Keminiscent of the terrain in the 
Midwest, it was hard to believe unadulterated 
nature like that still existed in California.
The path untangled itself into some of the 
straightest roads 1 had ever seen. Chasing our 
shadows along the valley floor, our speeds 
increased well into the triple digits. For as far 
as 1 could see in any direction, the road was 
straight and the terrain flat.
At that moment, consuming road at more 
than twice the speed limit, 1 was stricken with
fear that a police officer was sure to catch us. 
And at that moment, 1 had yet another 
epiphany, that in the hour vve had been rid­
ing, we hadn't seen one car on the road; let 
alone a police officer.
Lost in thought, 1 returned to reality only 
to realize we were quickly overcoming a huge 
yellow road sign that signified a 15 mph left 
turn. Baffled at the thought of an endlessly 
straight road abruptly disrupted by a sharp 
turn, I braked, but not nearly enough as the 
90 degree turn nearly had my heart stop 
when 1 barely made the turn.
With the small town of Prairie Flats and its 
zig-zagging geography at our back, the road 
once again opened into long straights, but 
now mimicked a roller coaster with its steep 
inclines and abrupt drops.
This time it was Chris that had his dance 
with fate. As he crested the first hill at break­
neck speeds, the ground beneath his tires 
quickly disappeared as he sailed nearly a foot 
high through the air.
Our pace slowed as we climbed out of the 
valley, and the road once again began to bend 
and turn. We still hadn’t seen another car; just 
tumbleweeds, open fields and high desert. No 
billboards or neon signs here, just wooden 
street signs and an old barbed wire fence sep­
arating the road from the acres of land the oil 
companies own.
just past Soda Lake Koad that takes you 
southeast across the valley, we crested the last 
hill and were greeted by a faded road sign that 
read: “TKUCKS USE LC)WEK GEAKS 
NEXT SEVEN 7 MILES, WINDING 
KOAD.” No more than 100 feet past the sign, 
the pavement became fresh and dark.
Lost in thought as to why a road in the 
middle of nowhere was freshly paved, 1 was 
again rudely awakened by another large yel­
low sign. Not wanting to scare myself as 1 did
earlier, 1 slowed. This road had some unex­
pected tricks up its sleeve and 1 wasn’t going 
to underestimate it again.
We rounded the first corner and encoun­
tered what can best be described has a pure 
godsend; easily the best stretch of road 1 had 
ever seen. Winding in on itself, hairpin after 
hairpin, we barreled our way down the grade 
slicing and dicing like a scene out of a Moto 
GP event. The fresh tarmac beneath our tires 
was tacky like fly paper, and its endless grip 
rivaled that of a racetrack.
Out of breath and laughing with joy when 
we reached the bottom, we instantaneously 
turned around and proceeded to ride that 
stretch another five times.
Exuberant yet tired, we continued down 
the hill overlooking the oil fields of the 
Central Valley. Ten miles later, we arrived at 
the small town of McKittrick; a one-store, 
one-bar and single restaurant town minus a 
gas station.
We picked up Highway 33 West just out­
side town and limped our thirsty bikes into 
the oil field-laden town of Taft. A large town 
with many amenities, we fueled up, grabbed 
an ice cream and headed home.
From Taft one can take Highway 33 West 
to Santa Maria and then pick up Highway 
101 North back down to San Luis Obispo. Or 
one can retrace their steps back up Highway 
58 to Santa Margarita and then onto 
Highway 101 South back into San Luis 
Obispo.
A motorcyclist’s Atlantis, Highway 58 offers 
beautiful mountain passes, dessert flats, valley 
lows and a variety of terrain. From speed 
inducing arrow straights and horizon tilting 
corners to glass like pavement without any 
traffic. Highway 58 truly is one of C'alifornia’s 
best kept day trips.
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• Specialty food and drink menu prepared at your convenience *
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W H O  S A ID  T H A T ?
IF something anticipated arrives too late it finds us numb, 
w rung out from waiting, and we feel - nothing at all. The best 
things arrive on time.
—  Dorothy (iih n an ,“ A New Kind o f Cxiuntry,” 1978
^ T h eFace of
There are no whole truths; all truths are half- truths. It is try­
ing to treat them as whole truths that plays the devil.
—  Alfred N orth W hitehead
W o r d l y
W i s e
Mercurial:
C h a n g e a b le ; te m p e ra ­
m en ta l; vo latile .
BREAKING NEWS
UPDATED AT THE SPEED OE COLLEGE LIFE
w w w . i i m i s i t a i g d l a i y . E d
Cal Poly
Nam e: Christopher Lloyd • Year: junior 
H om etow n: Irvine • M ajor: construction management
F avorites
Local beach: Morro Bay 
Deli in town: (iiis's 
Winter olympic sport: l uge 
Disney movie: “The Lion King ”
If You Could ...
— have any car what would it be?
A BMW M3.
— 11 you could see any band dead or 
alive?
Led Zeppelin
O th e r
— How do you get to school?
Drive, then walk.
— Worst part about living in SIX)? 
Police enlorcement
— Best class taken at Cial Poly? 
Business law
— Sand or Snow?
Sand
s t a n g  D a i l y
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"Serving the students o f Cal Poly and Cuesta College"
Sunday College
Mass
Nativity of Our 
Lady Church
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Social Kvenit
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Newman Catholic Cciitcr 
1472 hoothill BIwL 
San I uit Ohitpo, 9.V40S
Phone; 8OS-S43-4I0S 
Webtite; www.tlonewman.org
Come Celebrate Life !
S A N  LUIS O B I S P O
W j i S u ñ d a y j . y .  S i
8:45 am &fl 0^30 am
Wednesday
7:00 pm
(805)541-0777
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Rrst Presbyterian ClrarcliDowntown at comer of Marsh & Morro
9:00 AM: '
Contemporary Worship 
10:30 PM
Traditional Worship
10:30 AM:
College brunch/discussion 
on the theme “Freedom 
in Christ"
RidM  «vaUable-txxitact Patrick Hall.
D i f c t o r  Patdck^fpcslo.org
Front Porch
THINKING eXM FULLY XBOUT 
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M (X N $ FOX OUX LIV(5.
•Wed night Dinner & Bible Study @ 6PM 
•Coffee House with free coffee & wireless: 
- Sun-Thurs: 8PM-12AM 
• Mon-Thurs: 845AM-12PM 
•Faculty speakers. Film series, service 
projects, retreats, and more!
We are at 1468 Foothill, right behind 
the health center.
PXTXICK HXLL, DIXtCTOX 
__ PXTXICKg F P C tlO .O XC
www.fpc8lo.ofg/mlnlstr1as/collage.htni
Wesley Campus Ministry
S u n d a y s  0 5 p m
1 Open haarti Opeomindi. Open doon 1515 Fredericks Street
^1 Tht people of The United Methodist Church' San Luis Obispo
805.543.7580
WWW.sloumc.com
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State briefs
H ESPER IA  (AP) —
Sometimes a simple “no” will 
deter robbers.
A clerk at Rocky’s Mini Mart 
on Main Street was confronted 
Monday evening by an armed 
would-be thief who demanded 
money from the cash register, said 
Roxanne Walker, a spokeswoman 
for the San Bernardino County 
Sheriff’s Department.
“The clerk explained that she 
couldn’t do that, and that there 
were other employees inside the 
store. The suspect then said 
‘thanks’ and left the store on foot 
without taking any money or 
items,”Walker said.
• • •
SALINAS (AP) — Long 
prison sentences were handed to 
two gang members who shot at 
C'alifornia Highway Patrol officers 
during a chase that followed a 
robbery and caijacking.
Marcos Amparo, 23, was sen­
tenced to 7.3 years to life in prison 
and co-defendant Jose Monsivais, 
19, of Ciilroy was sentenced to H4 
years to life. Superior C'ourt Judge 
Robert Moody condemned the 
defendants for shooting at officers 
who “after all, were planning only 
to give you a speeding ticket.”
Jurors were shown a videotaped 
confession from the defendants 
during their November trial. 
Monsivais later testified that he 
was smoking methamphetaniine 
beftire and after firing at a ('HP 
cruiser on July 23, 2(M)4.
VioleiKx erupts among
inmates on buses
R obert Jablon
ASSCXaATEI) l*RESS
LOS ANGELES — Black and 
Hispanic inmates battled with fists 
and razor blades on buses in San 
Bernardino County in the latest 
incidents of prisoner violence in 
Southern California, authorities 
said Wednesday.
Sixteen inmates were hurt on 
three buses heading from the West 
Valley Detention ('enter to courts 
on Friday and Tuesday, said Robin 
Haynal, a spokeswoman for the San 
Bernardino ('ounty Sheriff’s 
1 )epartment.
Another inmate was slightly hurt 
by a hard-rubber “stingball” pellet 
used by deputies to break up one 
fight. Haynal said.
It was unclear whether the prob­
lems were connected to two weeks 
of racial violence in the Los Angeles 
(xnmty Jail system that has left two 
inmates dead and dozens injured.
Four inmates were slightly hurt 
in another racially charged brawl 
Tuesday night involving about 1(H) 
inmates at the downtown Men’s 
(Tmtral Jail, the Los Angeles 
(Tninty Sheriff's Department said 
in a statement.
A fifth inmate was treated for a 
pre-existing rib injury, the state­
ment said. No further details were 
released.
Haynal said inmates in San 
Bernardino ('ounty were aware of
the problems in Los Angeles County, 
possibly from watching televised 
news reports or perhaps through 
telephone calls to fellow prisoners.
Meanwhile, Riverside County 
jails have remained locked down 
since Friday as a precaution against 
violence spreading to its 3,000 
inmates, officials said.
Sheriff’s officials in Los Angeles 
County have come under increasing 
pressure to secure the overcrowded 
jail system.
“You’ve got to stop the killing,” 
Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky told 
sheriff’s officials summoned before 
the Los Angeles (xninty Board of 
Supervisors on Tuesday to explain 
their management of a system that 
holds more than 1H,(I()() inmates.
The board grilled the officials 
about the two fatalities, policies on 
inmate segregation, punishment of 
fight instigators, separation of high- 
security inmates, and efforts to spur 
lagging recruitment of new 
deputies.
“We are in a war, and it seems 
the decision-making process is very 
cumbersome,” Supervisor Michael 
Antonovich complained.
A confidential report to supervi­
sors a year ago warned that it was 
“not permissible” to mix inmates 
considered to pose a greater threat 
of violence with offenders of lesser 
risk, the Los Angeles Times report­
ed Wednesday.
Under Four . o r  b u r n i n g  b r i d g e s  ?
THE AVERAGE CAL POLY STUDENT DRINKS UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING
69% of Cal Poly students
never brag about their alcohol use
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National
briefs
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
chastised Homeland Security 
Director Michael C'hertoft 
sparred with senators oi both 
parties on Wednesday as he 
acknowledged "many lapses” in 
his agency's response to 
Hurricane Katrina. Chertotl told 
the Senate ('ommittee on 
Homeland Security and 
( ¡overnmental AtTairs that he 
would do things diflerently if he 
had the chance. C^ne thing he 
would not do: give overall 
responsibility for the relief effort 
to Michael Brown, who was 
director of the Federal 
Emergency Management
Agency at the time.
• • •
W ASHINGTON (AP) —
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben 
Bernanke, delivering his first 
economic re^x)rt to Ckmgress, 
declared Wednesday that the 
economy has snapped smartly 
out of an end-of-year lull, 
although inflation and other 
risks remain. He left the door 
open to higher interest rates in 
the future. Recent economic 
barometers on jobs, production, 
retail sales and other business 
activity in January “suggests that 
the economic e.xpansion remains 
on track," Bernanke told the 
House Financial Services 
CAimmittee. The expansion, he 
said, does have “a lot of staying 
power.”
• • •
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP)
Confessed al-Qaida conspirator 
Zacarias Moussaoui was unex­
pectedly .ilKnved to re-enter the 
federal courtroom Wednesday 
for the selectitm of a jury to 
decide whether he is executed or 
imprisoned for life, judge Leonie 
Brmkema had ordered 
Moussaoui barred from jury 
selection at a hearing onTuesd.iy 
because he refused to maintain 
courtroom decorum and indi­
cated a determination to keep
giving insult-laden speeches.
• • •
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sptinsors of a sidelined bill for a 
SI40 billion fund for asbestos 
victims are vowing to revive it, 
but it's uncertain when — or if 
— Senate leaders will find time 
to reconsider the measure.
C heney acrepts full blam e for shooting hunting partner
Nedra Pickier
ASSCH IVMI) l•K.l•SS
WASHlNGTC'iN — Vice 
Bresident Dick Cheney on 
Wednesday accepted full blame for 
shooting a fellow hunter and 
defended his decisitm to not pub­
licly disclose the accident until the 
following day. He called it "one of 
the worst d,iys of my life.”
"I'm the guy who pulled the 
trigger that fired the round that hit 
Harry,” Cheney told Fox News 
C.hannel in his first public com­
ments since the shooting Saturday 
in south Texas.
Ciheney described seeing 78- 
year-old Flarry Whittington fall to 
the ground after he pulled the trig­
ger while aiming at a covey of quail.
“The image of him falling is 
something I’ll never ever be able to 
get out of my mind,” Cdieney said. 
“ I fired, and there’s Harry falling. It 
was, I’d have to say, one of the worst 
days of my life at that moment.”
Cheney was soft-spoken and 
somber during the interview with 
Fox’s Brit Hume.
“You can talk about all of the 
other conditions that exist at the 
time but that’s the bottom line and 
— it was not Harry's fault,” he said. 
“You can’t blame anybody else. I’m 
the guy who pulled the trigger and 
shot my friend.”
Texas officials said the shooting 
was an accident and no charges have 
been brought against the vice presi­
dent.
A report that the Texas Barks and
ASSCH:iArKn I’RKss
Vice President Dick Cheney, center, walks back to his office in the 
White House after doing a television interview on Wednesday.
Wildlife Department issued 
Monday said Whittington was 
retrieving a downed bird and 
stepped out of the hunting line he 
was sharing with Cdieney.
“Another covey was flushed and 
C'heiiey swung on a bird and fired, 
striking Whittington in the face, 
neck and chest at approximately 30 
yards,” the report said.
C'heney' said he fortunately 
always has a medical team with 
him, and members of that team 
responded to Whittingtoi'i immedi­
ately after the accident.
“I ran over to him,” Cdieney said. 
“He was laying there on his back, 
obviously, bleeding. You could see 
where the shot struck bun.”
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Spanish language Immersion Program 
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for turthcr information, nintact:
•i  Dr. Kevin FaRan. 756-27.SO 
e-mail kfaKan^ ralpoly.edu
■  Dr. William Martinez, 7.S6-2889 
e-mail wmartine(<i'calpoly.«lu
■  Rose Whitworth, 7.S6-7196 
e-mail rwhitworC'i'calpoly.edu
For Application go to:
http://www.continuing-ed.calpoly.edu/travel, spain.html 
or call (805) 756-2053
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He said he has no idea if he hit a 
bird because he was completely 
focused on Whittington.
“I said,‘Harry, I had no idea you 
were there.’ Fie didn’t respond,” 
Cdieney said.
Whittington was reported doing 
w'ell at a Texas hospital Wednesday 
after doctors said that a pellet entered 
his heart and that he had what they 
called caused "a mild heart attack.”
One pellet from Clheiiey’s shot­
gun — just under one-tenth of an 
inch in diameter — traveled to 
Whittington’s heart. Flospital offi­
cials said the Texan had a normal 
heart rhythm again Wediiesd.iy after­
noon and W .1S sitting up in a chair, 
eating regular food and planning to 
do some legal work in his room.
C!heney has been roundly criti­
cized for failing to tell the public 
about the accident until the next 
day. 1 le said he thought it made 
sense to let the owner of the ranch 
where it happened reveal the acci­
dent on the local newspaper’s Web 
site Sunday morning.
"I thought that was the right call,” 
(dicney said.“ I still do.”
Cdiency said he agreed that ranch 
owner Katharine Armstrong should 
make the story public, because she 
was an eyewitness, because she grew 
up on the ranch .ind because she is 
"ail acknowledged expert in all of 
this” as a past head of the Texas Barks 
and Wildlife Deparriiieiit. He also 
agreed with her decision to choose 
the local newspaper .is the way to 
get the news our.
“I thought that made good sense 
because vou can net ,is accurate at V
story as possible from somehodv 
who knew ami understood hunting 
and then it would immediately ?20 
up to the wires aiul he ptisted on rhe 
Web site, which is the way it went 
out and I thought that was the right 
call,” Ghcney said.
"What do you think now?” he 
was asked.
“I still do." C'heiiev respoiuled. 
“The accuracy was enormoiisK 
important. 1 had no press person 
with me.”
Whittington was still in intensive 
care Wediiesd.iy, hiir only for person­
al privacy reasons, said Beter B.inko. 
administrator of ('hristus Spohn 
Hospital ('orpiis ('hristi-.Meniorial.
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Justice Department probes its own role in spying program
Devlin Barrett
ASStXMATHI) I'KtSS
WASHINGTON — The Justice 
Department has begun an internal 
inquiry into the conduct of its 
lawyers who examined the Bush 
administrations domestic eavesdrop­
ping program, the department dis­
closed Wednesday.
The investigation is being con­
ducted by the (')ffice of Professional 
Responsibility, or OPR, which 
reviews allegations of misconduct 
within the law enforcement agency.
Marshall Jarrett, the office’s coun-
sel, acknowledged the investigation 
in a letter to Rep. Maurice Hinchey, 
D-N.Y. jarrett’s letter did not specify 
which of the agency’s actions or 
employees are being examined.
“You asked this office to investi­
gate the Department of justice’s role 
in authorizing, approving and audit­
ing certain surveillance activities of 
the National Security Agency, and 
whether such activities are permissi­
ble under existing law. For your 
information, we have initiated an 
investigation,’’Jarrett wrote.
Hinchey is one of a few dozen
543-8684
1638 Osos Street 
San Luis Obispo
Open 7 days a week
Come by and see why SLO County 
has voted Gus’s the Best Sandwich 
16 years in a row.
The BEST Patio
with the BEST Happy Hour Prices!
6 Draft beers to choose from, lowest price in town 3-7:30 P.M. Daily!
Dcufei flo coine Kefe +oo.
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Democratic lawmakers who have 
been highly critical of the eavesdrop­
ping program first revealed in 
I fecember.
“We’re very happy that the OPR 
is doing it, because it seems on the 
surface certain illegal actions may 
have taken place,’’ said Hinchey, one 
of Congress’ most outspoken critics 
of President Bush.
Justice Department spokesman 
Brian Roehrkasse said the office rou­
tinely looks into issues of this kind.
“They will not be making a deter­
mination on the lawfulness on the
NSA program, but rather will deter­
mine whether the department’s 
lawyers complied with their profes­
sional obligations in connection with 
examining this pmgram,” Roehrkasse 
said.
Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., urged 
the Senate Intelligence Committee 
on Wednesday to open its own inves­
tigation.
“Everyone is for listening in on 
terrorists’ phone calls. But we don’t 
know who the NSA is listening to or 
the extent of the program,” Biden 
said.
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Presidents
continued from  page 1
weeks after George W. Bush deliv­
ered a State of the Union address 
calling for increased international 
competitiveness in sciences and 
math.
Representatives from MIT, 
Boston College and Northeastern 
University, all of which had signato­
ries sign the letter, declined to com­
ment because the said they did not 
know the contents of the letter, and 
Harvard could not be reached for 
comment.
“I propose to double the federal 
commitment to the most critical 
research programs in the physical 
sciences,” Bush said. “This funding 
will support the work of America’s 
most creative minds as they explore 
promising areas such as nanotech­
nology, supercomputing and alterna­
tive energy sources.”
The letter, though written before 
the State of the Union, urges the 
Bresident to keep his word and 
include a program in the national 
budget that will give more funding 
to these areas.
“To remain at the forefront, 
America must increase investments 
in basic research, improve math and 
science education, provide incentives 
for research and development and 
attract and retain the brightest minds 
from all around the globe,” the letter 
stated.
The National Academy of 
Science, in an executive summary 
focusing on issues facing the U.S. 
economy, and urged the United 
States to optimize its educational 
resources in order to remain one of 
the most dominant nations in the 
world.
“Thanks to globalization, workers 
in every sector must now face com­
petitors who live just a mouse-click 
away in Ireland, China, India and 
dozens of other nations whose 
economies are growing,” the com­
mittee wrote. “The United States 
must compete by optimizing its 
knowledge-based resources, particu­
larly in science and technology.”
Committee members also found 
that increasing funding in private 
and public sectors for science and 
math education is vital to the econ­
omy in the long run.
Maryanne Murphey, a representa­
tive from For Inspiration and 
Recognition of Science and 
Technology, or FIRST, emphasized 
the importance of keeping American 
children interested in science.
“The goal of our program is to 
keep students interested in science 
and technology by making it fun and 
exciting,” Murphey said.“We do feel 
that society celebrates the achieve­
ment of sports and entertainment 
much more than science and tech­
nology. The advancements of sci­
ence, if supported by our best minds, 
will solve a lot of society’s problems.”
FIRST is multinational non-prof­
it organization that was founded by 
Dean Kamen, the inventor of the 
Segw.iy Human Transporter, accord­
ing to the groups’Web site.
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San Luis Obispo’s Foundation for the Performing Arts Center will host a benefit concert for the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra (above), which was affected by Hurricane Katrina, 
.Saturday in the C>hristopher Cohan Center at 7 p.m.
BAG welcomes orchestra, hurricane vicdms
Holly Burke
MUSIAN(i DAIIY
Students and members of the 
community alike often take the 
facilities C'al Poly offers for granted. 
The Foundation for the Performing 
Arts C'enter, San Luis Obispo 
Symphony and San Luis Obispo 
Mozart Festival will host a benefit 
concert on Saturday for the 
Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra 
(LP(')), which was uprooted by 
Hurricane Katrina.
I he Heart n’ Soul Benefit 
C^oncert at the (diristopher C\)han 
C'enter is one of the few venues the 
l.PO has been able tt) btiok since 
the disaster.
“The (LPO musicians) were dis­
placed to ."^ 0 different states. 
Eighteen members had their home 
destroyed. All were displaced,” said 
Val Ciross, an LPO violist. “Playing 
opportunities have been helpful. It 
makes us able to go on with our 
lives, to a certain extent.”
Though the building the LPC") 
was based out of was flooded, their 
ninth-floor ofTice remained
untouched. However, equipment 
was still damaged and structural 
damage forced them to relocate to 
Baton Kouge. I )ue to the condi­
tions, the members have had to work 
countless hours to keep the orches­
tra running.
After the hurricane, members of 
the l.PO and the staff tried to con­
tact their colleagues. Everyone was 
affected in some way. Other musi­
cians around the nation were con­
cerned as well.
Randy Brion, the e.xecutive 
director of the Foundation for the 
Performing Arts, cited a New York 
Times article that explained how all 
musicians have two degrees of sep­
aration (or less) to musicians affect­
ed by the hurricane. The 
Foundation for the Performing Arts 
Center, San Luis Obispo Symphony 
and San Luis Obispo Mozart 
Festival took action.
('oincidentally, Saturd.iy at the 
C'hristopher Cx)han Ck'iiter was not 
booked, an unusual occurrence for 
the center.
“We want people in the commu­
nity to realize how lucky we are to
S cn iô r  sirôft^  ítS vears / aúr.
Come see Giuseppe’s newest venture at 
1010 Court Street accross from McCarthy’s Pub. 
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7 days a week
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have the Cdiristopher Cohan 
C^enter,” Brion said. “There is no 
better way than to support (an 
orchestra) without their own.”
The concert will feature a mix of 
classics, jazz and traditional New 
(Orleans music. It is the LPC ’^s only 
West C:oast appearance. It will also 
feature some of San Luis Obispo’s 
leading musicians.
On March 1, the LPO will 
return to New Orleans where they 
will be play at Loyola University 
New Orleans, Tulane University 
and at a large local church. The 
LPC  ^ will perform the full spring 
concert season.
“I h.ive to say, when 1 left New 
Orleans I never thought that would 
happen,” (iross said.
There are now 15 to 20 musicians 
living in New C'irleans full time. 
Most will return for the season, but 
some have had to take yearlong con­
tracts with orchestras in other cities.
The concert is Feb. IH at 7 p.m. in 
the Cdiristopher Clohan Center. 
Tickets are .ivailable at the 
Performing Arts CT-nter box office 
or online at ww w.pacslo.org.
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A re  you ready 
for a challenge 
this summer? Do 
you have a better 
work ethic than all 
of your friends? Is 
becoming a leader 
in your field the 
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experience? Do 
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Our internship isn’t for everybody. If s only 
for those with top-notch work ethic, 
communication skills and a passion for 
leadership. You will learn skills such as 
developing a marketing plan, outside 
sales, interviewing and hiring, project 
management, quality control, cost control 
and finance. With us, you’re a branch 
manager running your own business and 
maKiog real money. In fact, ogr. average v V.*'
intern makes over $12,000 for the summer and 
our top interns will make over $40,000. Rated in 
the Princeton Review as one of the most 
selective & challenging internships, you must be 
willing to work part-time during the spring for 
training. More info, is available at 
www.nationalservicesgroup.com 
Hurry! Apply now! Application deadline: 
February 24•^ 2006. Resumes can be submitted 
via JrtieeOI @col1egeworks.com
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S t u d e n t s !
Por help ing to  m ake last year’s 
M ardi G ras w eekend safe & sound
■t - -h'. r'.’''V. 'r 'J. r- f '
Your help turned it around last year. Smaller and friendlier crowds — fewer 
arrests — violence curtailed.,.and you made the difference.
We need your help again this year,
TO SUPPORT THE EFFORT, THERE WILL BE:
• 300-f law enforcement officers on duty for the weekend
• DUI check points throughout SLO
• Violation costs tripled citywide
• University discipline for student violators
• Special fines in effect for flashing and nudity
,  ^ , ‘A yTT'-. iUi
San Luis Obispo belongs to all of us. Please help keep it safe. Tell your friends 
looking for Mardi Gras parties to stay home the weekend of February 24th.
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www.MardlGrasSLO.com
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If you hear 
something, you 
might forget it 
... but if you 
e^qjerience it, 
you know.
— Mark Schulman
world-class drum m er
?
JUML
NICK CX)URY MUSTANG DAILY
Mark Schulman performed for professor Stephen Stem’s business law class Wednesday night. He has played with Cher, Foreigner, Velvet 
Revolver and Sheryl Crow.
‘G reat L ies’ appeals to 
our inner child
Matthew Brennan
DAILY TROJAN (USC:)
LOS ANGELES — Remember when you were a kid and you 
asked your dad where babies came from, and he told you that they 
grew on trees?
C'artoonist and general funnyman Andy Riley, whose writing credits 
include the likes of “Little Britain” and “Smack the Pony,” a veritable 
what’s what of Brit-wit humor, has taken those big lies your parents told 
you and drawn them up as “Great Lies to Tell Small Kids,” out this month 
from Plume Publishing.
To those familiar with Riley’s familiar blend of adult irreverence and 
reassuringly juvenile drawings (which hearken back to those days in 
preschool when the phrase “anatomically correct” meant nothing), “Great 
Lies” is no surprise.
It is unapologetically goofy, taking wry stabs at such a wide variety of 
targets, including ’80s fashion, “The Sound of Music” and the nativity 
scene — that no humor is left unattended.
“Great Lies” seems a natural step away ftom the wildly successful and
morbidly funny ________________________________________
“Bunny Suicides”
näss 'S! I
ANDY RILEY FROM THE ' AUTHOR OF THE ' BUNNY (UKIOES
COURTESY PHOTO
series that launched 
Riley into notoriety.
The humor here is 
less disturbing, but 
reuins more than a 
little bit of the dark 
humor that Riley has 
become renowned 
for in his books and 
his weekly cartoon 
strip, “Roasted,” 
which is printed in ’
The Observer.
_ The result is an unapologetically stinging mockery of pop culture and 
common myth in the guise of a children’s book — humor for adults who 
have a strong connection to their inner child...
Not all of the pages are breathlessly funny; in fact, many are just mildly 
amusing, and some, relying On a particular kind of British humor unintel­
ligible to most Americans, fall completely flat. But one look at the cover 
shows that this book is not striving to be a comedic cure-all or even, for 
that matter, anything bi};^r than what it is: A book of ludicrous tales to 
tell miall, gullible children.  ^ . .r
Indeed, the lies are cldverbecause they are (mostly) believabli“.*'^  *
It’s ea.sy to picture a 4-year-old gobbling up the ability of goldfish to _ 
send text message#^ 3rt4>'dT*C)twing Mommy’s cell phone in the fish tank 
to see — or trying tO-^SnieR j^Cry ant on the sidewalk because it would be 
unlucky not to do
The book’s greaiijinP,uc4||^|js. ability to call to mind diose yean
V alentine’s D aze
y stomach 
hurts, my head 
.IS aching and I
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really want a greasy burger.
This was me the morn­
ing after Valentine’s Day.
But let me fill you in on 
all the details that led to 
my post-Valentine’s Day 
hangover.
On the most romantic 
holiday of the year, I 
decided to hang out with 
some friends, a band and a whole 
bunch of liquor at a bar.
For those with a significant 
other,Valennne’s Day is a day for 
love and gifts. But for many singles, 
Valentine’s is a drinking holiday up 
there with St. Patrick’s Day and 
Cinco de Mayo — so I decided to 
join in the festivities.
A large group of friends and 
myself decided to go to Frog & 
Peach. Some are in relationships, 
some aren’t, but everyone went 
' because it was pint night and a 
band was playing.
The bars have an odd mix of 
really happy couples, singles looking 
for other singles, the lonely profes­
sionals and the horny. And the only 
thing. ti?ese varied groups have in
J o se p h  
J o u rn A ll 
l o n e ,
DOB:
8U\  O t
common is their need to drink.
Some drink to ease the comfort 
of an awkward Valentine’s date, 
some drink because this is their 
fifth Valentine’s with their signifi­
cant other and they have run out 
of things to talk about, and then 
others drink because of their lack 
of a significant other.
It might seem sad, but everyone 
was having a good time — the 
band was good, pints were cheap 
and once you got into the bar it 
was as if Valentine’s Day doesn’t 
exist. The bar is a safe haven from 
the pink, the cards and the candy. 
The only reminder is the double 
chocolate stout.
That’s why people drink on 
Valentine’s Day. It’s not that the bar
is depressing, it’s that pink 
hell of a holiday that is 
depressing.The bar is fun, 
and since you can’t take the 
comforting feeling of the 
bar home w’ith you, you 
take as much alcohol as you 
can home with you.
But as the night pro­
gresses, the mood starts 
changing, people realize 
they are eventually going 
to have to leave the bar and 
go back out into the “real” 
Valentine’s Day world.
A girl jumped on stage while the 
band was tuning up, sang a few 
verses of “Joy to the World” (also 
known as “Jeremiah was a 
Bullfrog”), tells the bar she is a 
Taurus, does a little jig and then 
jumps off the stage. People are start­
ing to lose their minds.
Then you wake up. You don’t 
think about the night before, you 
just think about how your brain 
fe^ls like it is four times its normal 
size and attempting to escape from 
your head, and just like that the' 
memory (or what memory you, 
have ofValentine’s Day) is gone ‘ 
for another year.
Sweet. '
when, as litde kids  ^ ' ^  truth, only to discover in
time that it wasn’t triifti
Though it might not be perfect, it is a worthy attempt to bring us back 
to a time when Sve might have believed that the rain was actually Jesus’ 
“wee-wee” (Riley’s words);
And don’t we all wish we could go back to kindei^rten again?
fS tenner G ien
Student living at its finest
-  www.stemwr^ev.enin - ‘
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W RITE A LETTER
M usung Daily reserves the right 
to edit letters for grammar, profani­
ties and length. Letters, commen­
taries and eartt)ons do not represent 
the views o f the Mustang 1 )aily. 
Please limit length to 2.s0 words. 
Letters should include the writers 
full name, phone number, major 
and class standing. Letters must 
come from a C!al Poly e-mail 
account. Do not send letters as an 
attachment. Please send the text in 
the body o f the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdaily^gmail.coni 
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly, SLO, CA 93407
C O R R E C IIO N S
The Mustang Daily staff takes 
pride in publishing a cLiily newspa­
per for the Cbil Poly campus and 
the neighboring community. We 
appreciate your readership and are 
thankful for your careful reading. 
Please send your correction sugges­
tions to mustangiLulyCci^gmail.com
NOTICE
The Mustang Daily is a “desig­
nated public forum.” Student edi­
tors have full authority to make all 
content decisions without censor­
ship or advance approval.
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SEX CO LUM N
The party in your pants is still on
-
- . ’f i t e  ■ ■
: r '‘ r ' vm.
L i- I 'O h e
ri' T; , .
v<i»k ,
iL C .
n
vve ve 
s e e n 
the .irtides.
We’ve heard 
the news.
We've opened 
the door to 
cops bearing 
pamphlets .uid 
li o p e f II I 
smiles. We get 
it: The party is 
still over. But 
that doesn’t 
mean you 
have to spend 
this Feb. 2H 
actually doing 
homework or 
studying for 
the midterm
your w'itch-of-a-bio-teacher scheduled for the college students. But since that breaks a couple 
next day. No self-respecting C'al Poly student of laws (see my column on the innate chastity of 
would do that on our holiest of holidays, the very this country thanks to our Puritan forefathers), 
event that puts San Luis Obispo on the map (oh just move the antics to a closed locale. Get some 
come on, no one really goes to the Mission). In beer goggles on and load up on beads — it can 
all the parade-crashing and rioting craziness, still be fun in the bedroom, with the door locked, 
we’ve forgotten the main goal of Mardi Gras: some gentle music playing on the stereo and just
(iood old fashioned indulgence, with a sizzling the two of you. Okay, it might create a little 
hot plate of more atmosphere with a crowd of roommates,
sex on the _______________________________________  but check
BY JANICE EDM AN
side. So with
In all the parade-crashing and riot­
ing craziness, weVe forgotten the 
main goal o f Mardi Gras: Good old 
fashioned indulgence, with a sizzling 
hot plate o f sex on die side
your
here’s how to 
still enjoy all 
the perks of 
Mardi Gras 
without end- 
uig up in the 
drunk tank 
with a felony 
on your 
record.
The literal 
French trans­
lation of Mardi Liras, “Fat Tuesday,” gets straight 
to the point. With 40 days of Lent beginning on 
Ash Wednesday, you should eat to your heart’s 
content the night before, and use it to your 
libido’s advantage. 1 recommend all those 
naughty foods you’ll need a real workout to burn 
ofT: Whipped cream, chocolate sauce, cher­
ries...you get my point. You might some extra
girl first — 
she might 
not want to 
run the risk 
of becoming 
a (iirl (ione 
Wild.
We can't 
forget the 
c o 1 o r f  u 1 
symbol of 
Mardi Gras:
the mask. If your sexual relationship feels a little 
static, spend some hard cash at Michaels and 
quality time together making creative masks in 
honor of the big day. Wearing the masks during 
sex will trick your mind into believing it really 
could be Heath Ledger or Jessica Alba under 
there (minus the wobbly bits around the hips). 
Okay, it won’t be the most honest lovemaking
sauce during the workout also, if you catch my experience of your relationship, but what hap- 
drTt hope you have a big appetite. pens on Mardi Gras, stays on Mardi Gras (in case
Nothing says good times like boobies and you happen to cry out “You’re just as good as I
beads, especially if it’s in a crowd of 5(M) drunken
W h a t d o e s  th eother sex
h a v e  t o  s a y i
E:»( PLAINS  
a t l
By
Daniel
Gingras
It of 365 days, 
Mardi Gras is 
some sort of 
fluke day where 
throwing things 
at women makes 
them want to be 
naked.
thought, Jessica!” during 
the moment of truth — 
you’ll be in the dog­
house until July for that 
one).
Although we can’t go 
wild in public this year 
(or any year in the next 
millennium, if the town 
can continue coughing 
up the half mil for extra 
reinforcements), you can 
go even wilder behind 
closed doors because no 
one will be there to 
handcuff you — unless 
you’re into that kind of 
thing, that is. So let’s all 
work together to make 
this the best Mardi Liras 
ever — I’m looking to 
earn lots and lots of 
beads myself.
Janice Edtnan is an 
Hn^lish senior and a 
Mustartg Daily columnist.
COLUMNIST LINEUP...
Monday - Guest commentaries
It’s your ilutiuv to coiitrihnte to the Op/Iùl 
section.
by “Your name here”
Tuesday - Political columnists
• Talk liiui; with Jiuk (Lihcral riew)
• Ihe Ri^ht IL’i)' (C.'onserraiiir riew)
by Jack Ingram ami Brian Eller 
Wednesday - Poly Point-blank
'¡’he .-iSI president writes ohont the 
issues he fnids iniportiwl to the student 
body.
by Tylor .Middlestatlt 
Thursday - Sex columns
• Daniel Se.xplains it All (.Male new)
• Under the Covers with Janice 
(Fetnale view)
by Daniel Gingras and Janice Edman 
Friday - Two Classy Gents
They’re taken on President linker, 
Seientoloi;’)', lore-ntakin\’ and Chuck 
Liddell. What will our humor columnists 
take on next.’
by Mike Matzke and 1 )oug Bmzzone
ONLINE EXCLUSIVE 
LINEUP...
Monday
T h e  L in e
B O T T O M
' Tmckling •r»rfd»f HhietJ ltsu»s
in buMintst world.
Tuesday
th e
W ORD  
o n  th e  
SCREEN
an online column exclusiw
\(^Klnesday
BIG
J u l i a n n e ^ r
Thursday
Health
>■ I ) • ' '
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LETTER S
TO THE EDITOR
S o m e th ou gh ts about the  
faulty e -m a il
Thank your Russell, for saying 
what everyone else was thinking 
but afraid to say. I only have two 
things wrong with what you 
wrote in your letter to the editor 
“Cal Poly’s faulty e-mail system is 
unacceptable”
Christians did elect flake out on 
issues that stick their necks out 
too far. Was that what the reli­
gious right voted for? Why settle 
for these charlatans, why beat 
around the Bush? Either stop 
concerning yourself with the 
moral implications of electing 
ministers and just do it, or stop 
deriving your votes from a reli­
gious affiliation. Just don’t do 
both because it is hypocritical and 
ineffective.
Bla bla bla. Easier to write but 
no jokes, no feign, no jabs, no 
satire nor hidden intents. It?s like
trend in the Mustang Daily over 
the course of the last few weeks. 
Several hot-button issues have 
made themselves the center of 
attention. Be it the fake Christian 
rant, the evolution debate or any 
of the other debates which have 
raged in the letter to the editor. 
The problem is not debate, debate 
is good and needed, the problem 
is the pages of the Mustang Daily 
have become home to personal 
attacks and smear.
We all know the drill; first 
Person X writes a letter then 
Person Y responds and Person X
had their fun being completely 
belligerent to nonbelievers around 
the world, I think it’s time for 
Muslims to get over it. Just 
because somebody insults the 
founder of their religion is no rea­
son for the world’s Muslims to call 
for the beheading of the satirical 
cartoonist who was trying to make 
the point that Mohammed just 
might not approve of suicide 
bombing. The fact is that nobody 
cared much about this cartoon 
published in a Danish newspaper 
back in September until Muslim 
clerics brought it dowmto the
dated Feb. 10,
2006.
Tim Kerns 
inherited the 
Oracle
Collaboration 
Suite (OC'S) fias­
co and is not 
directly responsi­
ble for the initial 
implementation 
of OCS on cam­
pus.
It’s sad that 
only a student 
had the guts to 
express public 
dissatisfaction for 
such a poorly 
implemented ser­
vice.
Everything 
else was right on 
the button. If 
there is a silver 
lining to be had 
it’s that students 
at Cal Poly can 
say they are fully 
familiar with a 
failed “real 
world” IT pro­
ject. Mark down 
today’s date and 
keep track of how 
long it takes for 
Information 
Technology 
Services (ITS) to 
resolve all the 
issues. I’ll bet it 
won’t be any time 
soon.
Eric A.
Kralicek
Netuvrk analyst,
PC.L'\N
PolyGard and Specialized Support 
Services
H ere is that sam e letter  
m inus the satire and fun  
(m y ap olog ies):
Electing religious leaders to our 
greater society’s posts is a clear 
aft'ront to the public’s personal 
freedoms. This truth appears to be 
public understanding, even among 
religious Americans.
Even though it could be done 
we should not present the harbin­
gers of our own personal beliefs 
into public politics where they 
would undoubtedly press it unfair­
ly upon others.
Another publicly held under­
standing contradicts this principle; 
the right to vote along religiously 
defined lines. N.iy say to electing 
priests but electing God fearing 
Christian men because they 
believe in the Bible and intend to 
pass pro-Christian belief oriented 
laws IS fine. But what is the dif­
ference between this man and the 
priest?
For starters the politicians
B 0 U 9 U E T  F L O v v E f ^ S 0 0 0 0
C K o c o t - A T & S O 0 P O O 0 O O
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C  A f \ 0  ^ 0 . - 0 -
•  O 40
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t f
I \
rebuilding a town without any 
wood. No, wait, that was a dumb 
analogy. But Matt Fritch, will 
school really be better without 
these things?
M organ Elam
(¡eneral eni i^neering senior
Thank you Matt Fritch
I would just like to say thank 
you from those of us who read 
these letters to the editor for their 
tragic humor.
I am sure that God appreciates, 
as I do. that he is now free from 
the burden of judging whether or 
not Morgan Elam’s beliefs are cor­
rect. You are a credit to your orga­
nized belief system. Keep up the 
good work.
I don’t know or care about 
what subject he or you wrote on, 
but it made me laugh on the 
inside. Please keep writing.
T hom as de Senna
Mechanical en(>ineerini^  senior
T h ere’s no need  for  
senseless ranting in le t­
ters
I have observed a disturbing
writes a rebuttal to the first rebut­
tal. Sometimes personal debates 
will rage for multiple generations 
of trivial back and forth.
When we sink to this level we 
waste our ink writing about an 
issue which could have been con­
veyed better had each faction 
written t>ne well thought-out 
argument.
I know some will argue I am 
stifling debate. I have no problem 
with debate, even though I find 
many of the arguments highly 
retread. We have a vast range of 
options and ideas on our campus. 
Giving the same two people the 
opportunity to debate the same 
issue over and over is far from fair.
If we must stay on the same 
issues day after day I ask for an 
end to the personal attacks.
Students will find their points 
are much more effectively spread 
when they ignore the personal 
politics of an issue and present 
their own views without attack.
Isaiah Brookshire
Political science junior
G e t  over it
All right, now that they’ve all
about living in America is the 
IDEA that we are all equal.
Unfortunately this ideal 
America isn’t a modern-day reali­
ty. The reality is we live in a 
racist, sexist, heterosexual and clas- 
sist society.
You don’t have to look very far 
into the criminal justice system to 
examine the racial inequities and 
validation of modern day internal­
ized racism. How does this make 
us equal?
I’m unsure how times have 
changed. Blacks continue to be 
misrepresented in history books.
Even upon 
inclusion how 
truthful is it?
Did your middle 
school American 
history course 
focus on the 
objectification of 
black female 
slaves as a means 
to increase a 
slave owner’s 
wealth through 
sexual violence? 
Did It mention 
the white actors 
of the 1920s 
performing min­
strel shows in 
black face? Or 
even the black 
actors who were 
forced to per­
form in black 
face and perpet­
uate stereotypes?
Winners write 
the history 
books, and in 
American histo­
ry it’s the 
whites.
You make one 
valid statement, 
“It is a diversity 
of history and 
culture that gives 
America its 
strength and 
makes America 
what it is today.” 
It is because 
of this that we 
need to recog­
nize and cele­
brate difference, 
“(iroups” are not
JAMES GLEN MUSTANG DAILY
Middle East to purposefully incite separating themselves to ask for
anti-Western sentiment; I think 
their ploy worked.
C\)iigratulations Imam 
Whoeveryouare, really stellar work 
on your part!
But I think there is a better 
solution for Muslims. Rather than 
call for the complete annihilation 
of the West and the deaths of any­
body who insults their Prophet, I 
call on tolerant Muslims to speak 
out against the violence and hate 
of their fellow followers.
Surely peace is something that 
Mohammed would strive for. and 
something that the world's 
Muslims should, too. Let’s work 
together to peacefully eliminate 
intolerance in the world, whether 
it is against Muslims or within 
them.
Ryan H unter
Mechanical en<;ineerin_i; senior
C onservative article on ly  
enhances segregation
This letter is in response to 
Brian Eller’s “American history 
and black history: It’s one and the 
same.” One of the greatest things
special treatment but to avoid 
exactly what your article does, 
marginalize racial and cultural 
"groups.” ignoring their unique 
experiences and histories.
Adam  Serafin
liusiness administration senior
Stop  rid in g  your bike 
so fast and slow  dow n
If you ride a bike anywhere 
near campus on downhill paved 
terrain, do us all a favor and slow 
down. You don’t need to go 
I2,0(M) miles per hour on your 
bike.
There are people who wish to 
use those sidewalks, and they don't 
want to be hit by some stupid guy 
who thinks he owns the roads and 
sidewalks. I’m sick of this shit.
Not a day goes by where I 
don’t walk to school from 
Mustang Village and sec at least 
ten people hauling ass on their 
bikes — like they’re running from 
the police after robbing a bank. 
Thank you.
M anuel A zevedo
Construction management Junior
www.mustangdaily.net
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Saving rate drop reflects 
American prosperity
A n o  SEAVICE DIRECTORY
A u t o \
R e p a ir
Toyota
S p e c ia lis ts
(80S) 543-7383
393 Marsh St. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
www.aamco.coni (805) 783-0230
I.icenscd
World’s l argest Transmission Specialists
Belts • Hoses • Brakes • Etc. 
Locally Owned and Operated
12330 Los Osos Valley Rd. 
San Luis Obispo, Ca 93405
KBcfllDg
hard working, self motivated, team oriented
» challenging, rewarding, fun 
- ? 'JR5l®Gfe(SDiJwte^ ^
We offer: competitive wages, paid vacation, 
medical & dental benefits, flexible scheduling, 
opportunity for advancement, on-the-job 
training
Ask the service center manager for an application 
or apply online at: www.myjiffylube.com
jiffy  lube
Justin Thom pson
III! I’OSI (OHIO U.)
A'l 1ILNS. Ohio — The personal 
savings rate of Americans lias 
dropped below zero for the first 
time since the (neat Depression, 
according to a report released bv 
the U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis.
The bureau calculates the figure 
by totaling personal income and 
deducting ta.xes and e.xpenditures, 
and whatever is left is designated as 
savings, said Kichard Vedder, profes­
sor of economics at Ohio 
University.
That means money in stocks, 
bonds, or 
real estate, 
is voided 
from the 
e q u a t i o n 
altogether.
I
s h o u 1 d 
point out,
(the sav­
ings rate) 
has been
falling for a long tinie,’’Vedder said. 
"(Though recently) it literally has 
inched down to zero, or a little 
below that.”
Several factors have contributed 
to this decline in personal savings, 
he said.
“People said,‘Heck. T he value of 
our stocks is going up — we’re get­
ting richer, ” he said."We're getting 
better off. We don't need to save.”
He said the real-estate boom has 
been a ni.ijor factor.
"Some people probably felt real­
ly prosperous,” he said."It's kind of 
on paper. It's not real, in a sense."
The rise in the stock market dur­
ing the I W(K prompted many indi­
viduals to relocate funds from rela­
tively low-interest savings accounts 
to high-vield mutual funds or indi-
I don’t think (students) 
neafly grasp they have to 
pay o ff the loans ... 
they’re living in it now.
Jacqueline Garry
( 'liio U -.’im.in
vidual stocks, he said.
Mso, before the Bush tax cuts, 
individuals i.tnild be taxed on ficti­
tious iiaiiis m iioldiiurs — money 
gams becauw .>t uitlanon that do 
not retlecr .my reai gam in purchas­
ing power, i hat means the real 
goods people .oiiid buy actually 
decreaseii c.vn iiiough their per­
sonal saving' iiK leased.
Though liic data do not specify 
ilifferences m the s.wings of age 
groups, college students typically 
save less than other demographics.
Stiuleiits are not only earning 
less per year than most of their out- 
of-school counterparts, the recent
di
t u i t i o n  
also forces 
many to 
rely on
loans.
A Feb. 2 
New York 
Times arti­
cle report­
ed the
i n t e r e s t
rates on fedenl Stafford Loans will 
change from 5..5 percent to (i.H per- 
' . nt Degmning m July, as Cwmgress 
I'asseu .1 law to increase revenue 
Din die loan payments.
•Many C'>L. students said they save 
ones (Ills iiring summer jobs.
I : iuring the sunimer,"
no tre'i’ni,iii K..tie McCune. “I 
>uiu tr\ t(’ 'a-e half of it.” She said 
she thought the savings rate went 
dosMi !H-i lu- he permeation of 
advertising has lessened the inipor- 
.ince of '.ivint;.
"ibir o.mmt' .lined money a lot 
more th.in \e  uo.' 'he said.
hese tm.incial decisions, howev­
er. will .iitect students’ futures.
"I don't think (students) really 
grasp thev have to pay off the loans.” 
said freshm.m Jacqueline Garry. 
“Thev’re living in the now.”
Tandem
Fantastk ocean views!
Lompoc Airport Only 1 hour from campus 
visit: wwwjkycNvesantabarbaraMHi or call 805-740-9099
* t S 9 >
wkh student id
Same Great
r *  .
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International
briefs
GENEVA (AP) — European 
governments are bolstering their 
guard against bird flu, faced with a 
growing number of dead swans 
and the risk that migratory birds 
— which begin returning north 
next month — could bring the 
disease from Africa.
Concerns about the disease, and 
its possible threat to humans, have 
mounted.
“Avian influenza is a big 
threat,” Dr. David Nabarro, the 
U.N.’s top bird flu specialist, said 
Wednesday. “It is spreading
throughout the world.”
• • •
BEIJING (AP) — A group of 
Chinese Communist Party elders 
and scholars have issued a joint 
letter criticizing a government 
campaign to tighten media con­
trols and expressed support for a 
newspaper supplement that was 
shut down after reporting on sen­
sitive issues.
The startling letter issued by 13 
retired ofl'icials, academics and 
senior media oflicials called on 
President Hu jintao’s government 
to stop what it called unconstitu­
tional and illegal assaults on free­
dom of speech.
• • •
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — A
Jordanian military court sentenced 
Abu-Musab al-Zarqawi to death 
in absentia for al-Qaida chemical 
plot against the kingdom.
New photos o f Abu Ghraib threaten to enflame anger in Iraq
R obert H . R eid
ASSCX:iATEO I'RESS
BAGHDAD, Iraq — New images 
showing Iraqis abused by U.S. guards 
at Abu Ghraib prison three years ago 
threatened Wednesday to enflame 
public anger already running high 
over footage of British soldiers beat­
ing youths in southern Iraq.
Images of naked prisoners, some 
bloodied and lying on the floor, 
were taken about the same time as 
earlier photos that triggered a 
worldwide scandal and led to mili­
tary trials and prison sentences for 
several lower-ranking American sol­
diers.
Many of the images broadcast by 
Australia’s Special Broadcasting 
Service, including some that appear 
to show corpses, were more graphic 
than those previously published. 
One of the video clips depicted a 
group of naked men with bags over 
their heads standing together and 
masturbating. The network said they 
were forced to participate.
Al-|azeera TV later aired some of 
the pictures in the Middle East, at a 
time of widespread anti-Western 
protests over published caricatures of 
the Prophet Muhammad.
However, the Arab satellite sta­
tion refrained from showing some of 
the most shocking and sexually 
explicit images. Excerpts were also 
broadcast on GNN.
Iraq’s acting human rights minis­
ter, Nermine Othman, said she was 
“horrified” by the pictures and 
would study whether any action 
could be taken against those respon­
sible, even though some offenders 
have been imprisoned.
“There will be two kinds of reac­
tions from Iraqis,” she told The 
Associated Press. “One will be anger 
and others will feel sorry that they 
(SBS) didn’t give them to the Iraqi 
government to investigate. Why use 
them? Why show them? We have had 
enough suffering and we don’t want 
any more.”
Pentagon spokesman Bryan 
Whitman said the Defense 
Department believed the release of 
additional images of prisoner abuse 
was harmful and “could only further 
inflame and possibly incite unneces­
sary violence in the world.”
Whitman said he did not know 
whether the photos and video clips 
were among images the Pentagon has 
been withholding from public release 
since 2(H)4.
But another defense official said 
Army officials had reviewed the pho­
tographs posted on the Sydney 
Morning Herald’s Web site and 
matched them to images that were 
among those turned over to military 
authorities in 2( M )4 by a U.S. soldier.
The official, who spoke on condi­
tion of anonymit\- because he was not 
authorized to address the matter pub­
licly, said the photos contained no 
new information about abuse.
Although the Abu (»hraib case was 
exhaustively reported here years ago, 
the new images could revive the issue 
of treatment of Iraqis by U.S.-led 
occupation forces, who face the ever- 
prosent threat of death or serious 
injury at the hands of insurgents.
This week’s release of video show­
ing British troops beating Iraqi youths 
during a violent 2(M)4 protest in the 
southern city of Amarah prompted 
the Basra provincial administration to 
severe ties with British authorities.
Members of Shiite political groups 
opposed to the U.S.-led coalition 
appeared to have engineered that 
move. They were apparently seeking 
to exploit public sensitivities after 
attempts by the British to crack down 
on Shiite militias.
The fresh Abu Ghraib pictures 
were broadcast as the United States is 
trying to reach out to the disaffected 
Sunni Arab community, the backbone
of the insurgency, in hopes of 
encouraging Sunni insurgents to 
lay down their arms and join the 
political process.
Most of those who suffered 
abuse at Abu Ghraib were believed 
to have been Sunni Arabs. Sunni 
leaders have also alleged mistreat­
ment by Shiite-led Iraqi govern­
ment security forces, a develop­
ment that has sharpened sectarian 
tensions.
Mindful of the risks, some key 
Iraqi officials either avoided com­
ment or sought to play down the 
images, noting the Americans had 
already punished Abu Ghraib guards.
Kona*s Deli
Home of the Surfin Sandwich!
Uoted Best SLO Sandwich 
Runner Up by New Times 
and voted one of Cal Poly*s 
favorite sandwiches!
Close to campus!
977 E. Foothill Blvd. Ste. I 
546-0369
Store Hours
Mon-Sat 10:30 - 7pm 
Sun. 10:30-5pm
Monday, February 20th
UU Gallery 
6 pm
UU Gallery 
8pm
Opening: Body 06 ’ Show
Exhibit o f studen t art dealing with the media and the elTects it has on 
men and women’ s perceptions of their body.
Opening Reception; music by folk artist Jenn August and 
complimentary refreshments
Discussion of Beauty Norms with Dr. Belinda Morrill
Dr. Morrill is cal poly faculty in the psychology department
Tuesday FebJlst
53-201 
I I - I2pm
Chumash (Past) 
12-1 pm
Healthy Living For The Active IndKidual W orkshop for  ^
Athletes and Active Students 
presented by Karina Ciutierre/ and Sarah Avery
UU Gallery Art Show
Located in the Epicenter on the 2nd Hoor of the UU
February 20 
to March 26
Opening reception
Feb 2 0 , 6 - 8  pm
Free fo o d  and  
live fo lk  m usic by 
je n n  A ugust
Formare infoniiation gp to www.aii.calpalyedu'rventi 
jIS I tiÀUl>revery sttulenl i  connetion to the vitimate<-e¡Jegeexperience.
Body .Awareness
soup and substance presen ts a workshop on body image
Rec C enter 
Martial Arts Room
7-8pm Free 3 oga ( 'la ss  w ith Lauren Helm
(live yourself the gift o f rest and rejusenation w bile developing body awareness
Wednesday Feb. 22nd
FREE FOOD
When you buy any drink
æ i
UU2I8 (upstairs UL I
4-6pm I he Ihidy Shop Free Facial
Learn how to take care of your skin 
free raffle to win body Shop products!
(20 person max. Sign up at W omen's C enter l'U21 7)
Fbursday Feb. 23rd
B.B.Q.
Tacos
Burgers
Gyros
Garlic Chicken 
Chips & Salsa
Vegetarian
Falafel 
Hummus 
Bean & Cheese Burrito 
Veggie Burrito 
Salads
D
UU Plaza 
UU Hour Soul Speak Slam Poetry
hcalthworks information table 
peer health nutrition team
Alcohol from 
$1.25 up!
Wednesdays Only! 
$2 Combo 
1 /4  lb burger and drink!
üppredatíon m á am m ess of your body #
For more information please call 756-2600
778 Higuera St. SLO Inside the Network 
(8 0 5 ) 543-5555 —
www.mustangdaily.net
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Hey ladies, buy one make-up item, 
get one 1/2 off!
Clothing Sale: 30% off!
(Through Friday, Feb. 17th)
All $65 Signature Lush Facial Treatments Include:
Cleansing
Steaming
Extractions
Glycolic Peel or Microdermabrasion ($15 extra for
both)
Custom Mask 
Hand and Arm Massage
EXPECT TO GLOW!!! Your skin will look amazing...
WAXING AVAILABLE 
Eyebrows $15 Extended Bikini $35-40 
Face $15-25 Brazilian $45-55 
Lip $10 ($5 with brows) Half Leg $40-45 
Bikini $30 Full Leg $60-65
Lash/Brow Tinting $25
All treatments are done with top of the line products. Our estheticians are very 
skilled in the services offered. We hope you enjoy your service and look forward
to continually serving you.
785 M arsh  S tre e t • San  L u is  O b isp o , C A  93401 • 544-LU SH
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Iran’s president visits plant 
resuming uranium enrichment
Ali Akbar Dareini
ASSOCIAIEI) PRESS
TEHRAN, Iran — i^resident 
Mahmoud Ahinadinejad visited the 
Natanz uranium enriehinent plant 
Wednesday, a day after Tehran con­
firmed it had resumed small-scale 
enrichment there last week, the offi­
cial news agency reported.
Ahinadinejad s visit to the plant in 
central Iran is widely seen as a ges­
ture of support and a morale boost 
for scientists involved in Iran’s urani­
um enrichment program. Activities 
at Natanz had been suspended since 
(October 2003.
"What enemies fear is not pro­
duction of an atomic bomb, because 
in today’s world atomic bombs are 
not efficient,’’ Ahinadinejad was 
quoted as saying by the Islamic 
Republic News Agency. “The main 
fear and concern of enemies is the 
self-reliance and knowledge of the 
Iranian nation and the fact that 
Iranian youth are acquiring peaceful 
nuclear technology.’’
Vice President Gholamreza 
Aghazadeh and other top tifficials of 
the Atomic Energy' Organization of 
Iran accompanied the president on 
his visit, the Islamic Republic News 
Agency said.
“The success of the Iranian nation 
in acquiring peaceful nuclear tech­
nology will help the country to 
make progress in all fields,’’ 
Ahinadinejad said.
Iran insists its nuclear program is 
designed solely to generate electrici­
ty'. Many Western nations, led by the 
United States and Israel, fear Tehran 
is trying to build nuclear weapons 
and have sought to stop Iran from 
enriching uranium.
On Feb. 4, the International 
Atomic Energy Agency reported 
Iran to the U.N. Security C^ouncil 
and called on its government to sus­
pend all enrichment-related activi­
ties. Inste.id, Iran'suspended certain
aspects of its co-operation with the 
IAEA.
On Wednesday, a Russian Embassy 
official confirmed that Russia and 
Iran would hold talks in Moscow on 
Monday on Russia’s otfer to enrich 
uranium for Tehran. Moscow has 
offered to host Iranian enrichment in 
Russia, where it would have better 
oversight — a proposal meant to ease 
an international standotf over 
Tehran’s nuclear program.
Also, a spokesman for the 
European Parliament’s foreign affiiirs 
committee said Iran’s foreign minister 
would meet the panel on Monday, a 
possible indication that Tehran was 
prepared to return to a dialogue with 
Europe.
Iranian officials announced 
Tuesday that enrichment had 
resumed last week at Natanz but that 
large-scale enrichment, as reejuired 
for producing fuel for nuclear reac­
tors, had not resumed.
Aghazadeh, who is also the head of 
the Atomic Energy C^rganization of 
Iran, said resumption of uranium 
enrichment was limited to “a few 
centrifuges.”
C^entrifuges are used to enrich 
uranium. Uranium enriched to low 
level is used to produce nuclear fuel 
for reactors and further enrichment 
makes it suitable for use in nuclear 
weapons.
Iran had 164 centrifuges in N.uanz 
sealed by the IAEA in 2(K)3. The seals 
were removed last month when Iran 
resumed nuclear research. Iranian 
officials have indicated that Tehran 
may possess up to 2,(KMI centrifuges. 
For a large-scale enrichment. Iran has 
to build up to 60,(KK» centrifuges.
Iran insists that as a signatory' to 
the Nuclear Nonpmliferation Treaty', 
which provides for peaceful nuclear 
development, it is entitled to enrich 
uranium for nuclear reactors. It has 
threatened to withdraw from the 
treaty' if it was not allowed to exercise 
that rinht.
n6Cniítment
Bowling with Ganunn Phi’s
Thursday, February 16th 6:00pm-8:(X)pm 
@ MePhee’s In the University Union
Visit our website for rrxxe events 
www9afnrTMph1betaslo.com
Contents include:
•Student email addresses & 
phone numbers 
•Staff and Faculty email 
addresses and phone 
numbers
•Department listings, 
building locations, phone 
numbers
•M aps and bus infonnation 
•Pro0'ams and senrioe 
infonnation from ASI, 
Student Life and 
Leadenhip, and University 
Student Services
2006 ASI
Student Directory
Produced by
AS! student Government
Pjekupyour copy atthe 
UU Info Desk,
Rec Center or 
Children's Center
STUO6NT GOVERNMENT
m a S iit iin iiie in in n S B e tire ia x m
15
www.mustangdaily.net
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mpics
continued from  page 16
said Joe Kodia, a sophmore elec­
trical engineering major, “The tra­
dition is just not being maintained. 
T he athletes are a lot less classy in 
the Winter Olympics and some of 
them are being flat-out disrespect­
ful during their medal ceremonies.
1 just hate to see it go that way.” 
The events will continue for a 
week and a half when the closing 
ceremonies on Feb. 26 will bring 
the games to an exciting conclu­
sion. Will Team USA go all the 
way? Find out at the finish line.
Kiteboarding
continued from  page 16 
accidents actually happen 
on land before anyone 
even gets in the water.
“If you haven’t learned 
correctly, the kite can pull 
you straight up in the air 
10 or 15 feet and drop you 
back on the ground,” 
Steve Beneran said.
Between safety issues 
and the cost of the equip­
ment, someone new to 
the sport should take 
lessons he said.
XtremeBigAir.com, an
Shell Beach, offers classifieds, kite­
boarding news and lessons. A per­
sonal five-hour beginners course
If you haven’t learned correctly, the kite can 
puD you strai^t up in the air 10 or 15 feet 
and drop you back on the ground.
May and June.
If you just want to check out 
some local kiteboarding, the fourth 
annual KiteXPC') 
will take place at 
Fismo Beach from 
May 1‘) to 21.This 
is one of the largest 
kiteboarding events 
in the country with 
contests, equipment 
demos and spon­
sored events.
To learn more 
about kiteboarding 
on the C'entral 
Coast, the C:CKA
every- $375 and is offered any day the has a chat group on Yahoo Ciroups.
thing kiteboarding Web site, based in blowing in March, April, Just search for CCKA.
Outdoor Gunn
continued from  page 16 
things to go wrong.
OK, honestly, I don’t know how 
that weekend is going to turn out, 
but frankly I don’t really care to 
stick around and watch it all play 
out. Take my advice, if you are a 
weekend warrior and intend to surf, 
hike, bike ride or hit the beach, get 
out of town and find a safe haven 
from the crowds, traffic and marshal 
law.
Ciiris Gunn is a journalism senior 
and assistant sports editor. You can e- 
niail him at cgunn(a^alpoly.edu.
S^eiNieltrjloik Shoes
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0105
ACROSS
1 With 70-Across, 
source of the 
quip at 21-, 39- 
and 58-Across 
6 Travels 
erratically
11 They’re missed 
by airballs
15 Nancy's wealthy 
pal in the comics
16 Actress Lindley 
of Three’s 
Company"
17 Condo, e g
18 Identity hider
19 Brown-coated 
ermine
20 Little: Prefix
21 Start of a quip
24 Cramp site
25 Mini-albums, for 
short
26 Banks on a 
runway
27 E d ’s request
28 Popular ice 
cream
30 Tony-winning 
Hagen
32 Say “aloha,” say
34 A pair of rattlers
38 Tiny channels
39 Quip, part 2
41 Lewis Carroll 
creature
43 Part of a rare 
birth
44 Thrusts out a lip 
or two
45 Where a drive 
might start
46 Criteria: Abbr.
50 Syr neighbor
51 Country whose 
flag says “God 
is great"
55 N .C ’s capital
57 Abbr after 
many a
general’s name
58 End of the quip
62 Padre’s 
hermanas
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
B
63
64
68
1
14
He played 
Krupa in “The 
Gene Krupa 
Story-
Management 
counterpart 
Art Deco alias
Rear-___
With a full head 
of steam 
U.PS. drivers 
have them 
Tosspots 
See 1-Across
DOWN""'
Revered 
answerer 
Did an aria 
Like sheets right 
out of a dryer 
"How sad!" 
Actress Perez 
What a pace 
horse is noted 
for
It has strings 
attached
“___get it!"
The doctor in 
“Daktari" 
Débaucher 
Jamaican spirits 
Per se 
One of the 
archangels 
Ordinal
numbers in Los 
Angeles, e g. 
Sudden growth 
“No argument 
here"
On the ball 
Service expert? 
Ugly scenes 
Warmly 
welcomes
1 2 3 4
15
lé
¿4
¿6
_ L ■
22
W
r 7 5“ 5“ 1^
3&
41 42
44
50
Sé 59
é2
éS
¿é J
23
36 37 BT
163
166
|69
Puizl« by Victor Retning
36 In ___of anger
37 Higher-ups
39 Achievement 
honoree
40 Collect slowly
41 Camel, notably
42 Start of a 
warning sign for 
restaurant 
customers
|55
60
40
r 12 13 14t
P
33
IB4
16 7
47 Like some 
elders
48 Without, with 
“of"
49 Laurence who 
wrote “A 
Sentimental 
Journey-
52 Winter coats
53 Kind of group, 
in chemistry
54 Speaker’s finale
56 1980’s-90’s 
Emmy-winning 
drama
59 Takes 
advantage of
60 Uncool sort
61 Suspense
novelist___
Hoag
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 20 a minute, or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions' Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34.95 a year). 
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords
What is the name of 
the oldest
curling club in North
Senàûnm(oiriii5tûiigijcil^ ^mil.com.
W'mrecmomptefjpfiK'.
su|do|ku
Tcmbav*« : »I.UTION«
3 9 5 1 2 8 4 7 6
1 7 8 5 6 4 9 2 3
4 2 6 7 3 9 5 8 1
2 5 9 3 1 7 6 4 8
6 3 1 8 4 2 7 9 5
7 8 4 6 9 5 3 1 2
8 6 4 7 1 2 5 9
5 4 '2 9 8 3 1 6 7
9 1 7 2 5 6 8 3 4
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M i n i  B A R
• Sammy Sosa probably will 
retire after rejecting an offer 
from the Washington Nationals. 
“It’s more than likely vve have 
seen him in a uniform for the 
last time,” Sosa’s agent, Adam 
Katz, said Wednesday.
• Apolo Anton Ohno man­
aged shook off a disappointing 
start to the Turin Olympics by 
leading the Americans into the 
relay final with a vintage short 
track performance Wednesday 
night.
• The Sacramento Kings 
began their All-Star break 
about five minutes too early. 
The Kings failed to score in the 
final 5:13 Wednesday night, let­
ting a slim lead slip away and 
losing to the Memphis 
Cirizzlies 84-7H.
- Associated Press
SLOTOWNBAUERSNOP
$11 HAIRCUTS
Tues-Thur 7anv6pm 
Fn-sat 8;30afTv6pfn
Mark Roetker 
805.543.9744
1261 Laurel Lane
San Lms Obispo, CA 93401
C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS -  
Children’s sleep-away camp, 
Northeast Pennsylvania 
(6/17-8/13/06) If you love 
children and want a caring, fun 
environment we need 
Directors and Instructors for: 
Tennis, Swimming (W.S.I. 
preferred), Golf, Gymnastics, 
Cheerleading. Drama, High & Low 
Ropes. Team Sports, Waterskiing.
Sailing, Painting/Drawing, 
Ceramics, Silkscreen, Printmaking. 
Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy, 
Photography, Sculpture, Guitar, 
Aerobics. Self-Defense, Video, 
Piano. Other staff: Administrative/ 
Driver (21-*-), Nurses (RN’s and 
Nursing Students), Bookkeeper, 
Mothers’ Helper. On campus inter­
views February 19th.
Call 1-800-279-3019 or 
apply on-line at 
www.campwaynegirls.com
HELP WANTED
Walton’s Grizzly Lodge Summer 
Camp is currently hiring counselors 
for the summer of 2006. Located 
near Lake Tahoe. Looking for 
responsible, enthusiastic 
individuals who enjoy working with 
children. Competitive salary. 
Great work environment. For more 
information call (530) 274-9577. 
www.grizzlylodge.com
HELP WANTED
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff. 
San Fernando and Conejo Valley 
$2800+ (888) 784-CAMP
www.workatcawp.com/slo
Ag. Industry Job Santa Margarita 
Feed & Farm Supply
is looking for someone with an 
interest in the Ag industry. We 
want a hardworking, honest and 
motivated person. It is a friendly 
environment and we are flexible 
with hours and school schedules. 
Contact us at (805) 438 5619
STAYING IN SLO THIS SUMMER A  
LOOKING FOR A JOB ON CAMPUS?
Conference and Event Planning 
is hiring 11-15 staff for summer 
conferencing season. Training 
begins in late Paril. Seeking 
hard-working, responsible, and 
positive individuals who enjoy 
working in a fun, fast-paced team 
setting. Cashier and customer ser­
vice experience preferred. Optional 
summer housing at highly reduced 
rate. Flexible hours.
PT/FT available. $7.00-9.00/hour. 
Great internship oppurtunity!
Fed Work Study positions open. 
Apps. and job descriptions in bldg 
116 rm 211, M-F 8-4:30pm 
or on Mustang Jobs online.
Due 3/10/06. (805) 756-7600
Want to make a difference ? 
Join Beyond Shelter to raise 
homelessness awareness and 
volunteer for local shelters!
FOR SALE
Moving Sale Sat 2/18 From 
6:30am - 12pm. 6100 White Oak 
Ln. Near the Country Club, follow 
the signs from Los Ranchos Rd & 
Broad St. Some items include: 
chairs, swivel rocker, coffee table, 
love seat, telescope, board games, 
women’s clothes, tv stand, and 
much more! Please call for more 
information: (805) 714-4906
Stat 218 textbook for sale 
great condition! (408) 821-6253
SHOUT OUTS
Happy Birthday Myren!!!
The Sunnies say congrats to 
Trouble, Chupitos, and 
MesmerEyez!
Happy Birthday Valentine 
Sweethearts Krisstine and Natalia!
HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO. 
Call Nelson Real Estate 
546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
LOST AND FOUND
REWARD for Lost Robotics Club 
Sandwich board (831) 869-8768
Reward for Lost Cannon Powershot 
Digital Camera at Marti’s 1/7 
Call Beth @ (775) 544-2672
Found I-Pod mini on Frederick St. 
early. Please call (760) 807-4433
Found MP3 player near 
fisher science (805) 756-2499
SHOUT OUTSI FREE EVERY THURS 
Submit your’s by Tuesday!
Found BIk Samsung phone 
contact: (661) 305-7366
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE
Sports Sports editor: Fnuik Stranzl • mitstati^di\i\Ysixfru(g)ffmil.com Assistant sports editor: Cliris (îunnThursday, February 16, 2006 16
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Central Coast 
kiteboarding
Joe Sargent
MUSIAN(. DAIIY
Kiteboarding, the culmination of 
snowboarding, surfing, wakeboarding, 
and windsurfing, h.is made a home for 
itself on the (Central Coast
Strapped to a board and tied to a 
kite, boarders are pulled down the 
face of waves .ind dragged above the 
lip for big airs with the power of 
wind, and San Luis Obispo Ciounty 
has some premium kiteboarding spots 
at San Simeon, Océano and Morro 
Bay.
With spots to ride, places to buy 
gear, and instructors, the Cientral 
(ioast is a great place to learn the rel­
atively new sport, how’ever, it has a 
learning curve, is equipment-focused, 
and can be a strain on the wallet.
To kiteboard, also known as 
kitesurfing, you need a board, a kite, a 
harness, a bar, and if you’n* riding
around here, a wetsuit. A new' kite and 
board alone can cost $2,( K H t, but used 
equipment is readily available on Web 
sites like ikitesiirf.com, which has a 
classified section with over 6(M) used 
kites and l(K) boards.
One of the reasons there is so 
much used equipment is because the 
relatively new sport of kiteboarding is 
pmgressing more every year and new 
and improved equipment is coming 
out at the same time, said Steve 
Ik'iieran, a local kiteboarder and a 
member of the Cientral Cioast Kite 
Boarding Association (CXiKA).
“Equipment change is pretty radi­
cal from year-to-year,” Beneran said. 
“Last years model can be a quarter of 
the price.”
( )ne of the big impmvements over 
the last two years is in safety, Beneran 
said, adding th.it there are a lot of safe­
ty issues with the sport and that most
see Kiteboarding, page 13
T h e  O l y m p i c s
•  #  •
associated  PRF-SS
Ted Ligety gave the United States the Olympic gold medal that 
Bode Miller couldn’t deliver, putting together the two fastest slalom 
runs o f  the day to win the men’s combined and break the 
Americans’ bad luck in Alpine skiing. The 21-year-old from Park 
City, Utah, had a combined time o f  3 minutes, 9.35 seconds, for 
the downhill and two slalom runs.
American Olympic
Ryan Chartrand
MUSTANO DAIIY
After five days of long and hard 
-fought battles on ice and snow, 
Team USA has brought home five 
gold medals from the 2006 Torino 
Winter Olympics, more than any 
other country so far.
Altogether, the American win­
ter gladiators have collected eight 
medals and stand strong in third 
place among 18 other countries.
Team USA proved to be the 
masters o f snowboarding, shovel­
ing in four medals in the men and 
womens halfpipe. Shaun White, 
the redheaded 19-year-old pro 
skateboarder/Olympic snow- 
boarder, dominated the halfpipe 
and won the gold medal for the 
US.
Danny Kass raked in his second 
silver medal behind White and- 
helped show the American domi­
nance in the third Winter 
Olympics appearance of the event.
On the women’s side, Hannah 
Teter, an X Games gold medallist, 
brought home the gold in the 
halfpipe in her Olympic debut. 
Gretchen Bleiler, another X 
Games gold medallist and as the 
media are now calling her, the 
“hottest Winter Olympian,” pol­
ished off the Team USA snow­
boarding success by winning the 
silver medal in the halfpipe in yet 
another impressive debut.
Ted Ligety landed a gold medal 
for the U.S. in the men’s com­
bined after Team USA had a rough 
start with other Alpine skiing 
events.
The infamous Bode Miller, a 
silver medalist from the 2002 
games in Salt Lake City who has 
admitted to drinking and racing, 
was disqualified during the com­
bined for straddling a gate, but
Team USA later landed a bronze 
medal in freestyle skiing after Toby 
Dawson took third in the moguls 
event.
Not even the indoor ice events 
could stop America’s golden 
avalanche. Joey Cheek and Chad 
Hedrick brought home two gold 
medals for speed skating in the 
500-meter and 5,000-meter 
events, respectively.
Both competitors won with 
commanding leads, Hedrick com­
ing in 2 .5 seconds ahead the run­
ner-up from the Netherlands, 
Sven Kramer.
Not everyone competing on the 
ice has been so lucky, however.
Michelle Kwan, the most deco­
rated American figure skater, made 
headlines before she had even 
competed. On Sunday, Kwan 
announced that she was dropping 
her spot on Team USA because 
her groin injury had become too
aggravating.
This would have been Kwan’s 
third and final chance at becoming 
a gold medallist, making her w’ith- 
drawal from the games that much 
more dilTicult for her.
Students at Cal Poly have differ­
ent reactions to the 2(M>6 Winter 
Olympics.
“The Olympics is the only 
event I know that combines the 
past, present and future so majesti­
cally,” said Coleman Younger, a 
sophmore aerospace engineering 
major. “Whether we are watching 
highlights of the 1980‘Miracle on 
Ice,’ the graceful bowing out of 
Michelle Kwan or knowing that 
children everywhere are practicing 
ski jumping off their living room 
couches, we are all brought a little 
closer by these terrific games.”
("in the other side of the ice,
sec Olympics, page 13
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, women's basketball team  
lace Long Beach State 
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at 7 p .m ,i . »
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Bikes, Mardi 
Gras and 
police tape
COM M ENTARY
/ I
W hat? A huge, world- class bike race is com­ing to San Luis 
Obispo? I know it’s shocking but it 
is also true. The Tour De California, 
arguably the largest bike race on the 
West ('oast, will finish its fourth 
stage in downtown SLO on 
Thursday, Feb. 23.
Awesome. Finally SLO will have 
some well-earned attention in the 
national spotlight. Plus, a little fun in 
the sun with a professional bike race 
never hurt anyone, right?
But wait, there is more— If you 
thought for a moment that Feb. 23 
sounded like a familiar date, here is 
one for the books. That same week­
end IS what would have been SLO’s 
annual Mardi Gras celebration. A 
holiday formerly dominated by par­
tying college kids, now overrun 
with $5()(),00() worth of law 
enforcement.
Here is a recipe for disaster: Take 
one professional bike race with over 
200 competitors and their teams, 
families and friends, an inordinate 
amount of college kids and their 
visitors hoping to rekindle the crazy 
times of the past and 4(K)-plus 
police officers with pepper spray, 
beanbag guns and night sticks, mix 
them ail together and wait 20 min­
utes.
I know, 1 know, it sounds a little 
dramatic to predict total chaos for 
that weekend, but one cannot help 
but wonder, what on earth they 
were thinking allowing the tour to 
come into SL(') during that week­
end.
1 contend having the bike race 
finish in SLO on another date 
would have allowed for SLO’s resi­
dents to get out and enjoy the event 
together in a manner that is peace­
ful and relatively sane. Llaving the 
race come into SLO on Mardi Liras 
weekend is only going to add 
another element to a potentially 
dangerxnis situation.
Not only will there be no parking 
and closed roads, but there will also 
be twice as many people and subse­
quently, twice the opportunity for
sec Outdoor (tunn, page 13
